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This document summarizes the characteristics of the appli-
cation program developed to verify and demonstrate the SEL 840MP
Multi-Processing Control System - Version I (MPCS/1).
The application program emphasizes the display support (using
the SEL 810B) and task control (using SEL 840MP) capabilities pro-
vided in MPCS/1.
The application program is further intended to be used as an
aid to familization with MPCS/1. It complements the information
provided in the MPCS/1 Users Guide, Volume I and II.
The application program and MPCS/1 were developed by
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1. MPCS CHECKOUT-DEMONSTRATION APPLICATION
1.1 Introduction
During the development of the Multi-Processor Control System
(MPCS) it became apparent that the sample application programs used
for system checkout could, if properly organized, provide the means
for demonstrating system capabilities. As a result, a group of appli-
cation programs (tasks) and a supporting library of CRT displays have
been developed to fulfill the dual functions of system checkout and
demonstration. These programs and displays, called the MPCS Check-
out-Demonstration Application (CDA), are documented herein.
The CDA is user oriented and is designed for user control via
the display console. With the help of the tutorial displays, the user
can select other displays and initiate application tasks which will
exercise particular system facilities. In this manner the user can
observe not only the real-time operating capabilities of MPCS, but
also typical application examples to assist him in applying MPCS
facilities to his particular needs.
A useful by-product of the CDA is its adaptability for use as
a teaching aid. It will provide the user with visual examples as well
as a vehicle fo-r hands-on operational practice with the display console.
As such it is a helpful supplement to the "MPCS User's Guide".
1.2 Scope
The CDA is designed to demonstrate the major capabilities
added to the baseline operating system (CHANE) to provide effective
use of a multiprocessor configuration. In particular it includes ex-
plicit demonstrations for the following:
a) MPCS task control capabilities,
b) Real-time display support capabilities, and
c) Display library generation capabilities.
Multitasking can be demonstrated using a single SEL 840 processor
and the SEL 810B, or with additional processors when available. Multi-
jobbing can be demonstrated by using one processor for the CDA and
by using the remaining processors to execute other applications such
as assemblies or Fortran compilations.
Other MPCS features are (or at least can be) demonstrated
-1 -
implicitly by the CDA. For example, Cross-Task Communication is
utilized to pass display console input data to an application task. Like-
wise, Cross-Processor Communication is inherently demonstrated if
the CDA is executed in a processor other than the one to which I/O
devices are attached. In such a case, I/O between the Display Con-
troller in the 840 and the Display Processor in the 810 is handled
by MPCS using Cross-Processor Communication between the 840 in
which the CDA is executing and the 840 to which the 810 interface is
attached.
The remaining system features such as the CHANE Command
Language and I/O support for standard peripheral devices can be
easily demonstrated using other applications. An example would be
execution of an assembly by one processor with simultaneous execu-
tion of the FORTRAN compiler by another processor.
2. OR GANI ZATION
2. 1 System Configuration
The Checkout-Demonstration Application (CDA) is a software
application which executes in the SEL 840MP under control of the
Multi-Processor Control System (MPCS) and supported by the MPCS
Display Processor executing in the SEL 810B. It utilizes the follow-
ing hardware components:
a) One SEL 840 processor
b) SEL 840 console typewriter
c) SEL 810B processor
d) SEL 810 console typewriter
e) SEL 816 computer graphics system (attached to the 810)
f) Disk storage unit (attached to the 810)
g) SEL 840/810 interface
CDA/MPCS/hardware interfaces are illustrated in Figure 2-1.
2. 2 Software Configuration
The CDA consists of a series of displays and a group of appli-
cation tasks (programs).
2. 2. 1 CDA Displays
Figure 2-2 depicts the '.'display tree" for the CDA and, to a
limited degree,shows the interrelationship of the individual displays
within the overall structure.
Table 2-1 lists the displays of the CDA along with the next
display and the next task requirements of the compose fields and pen
options which exist within each display.
The printed listings of all of the displays as produced by the
display librarian are presented in Section 4 and the listings of the











































































































Display I Compose Fields Pen Options
































































Display Compose Fields Pen Options
Number Display Title Displays [Tasks Displays .TasksI Ei OS i -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
8931 Display Facilities Same DPT2 8932 DPT1
Keyboard Data Entry 2
8932 Display Facilities
Input Data Checking 8932 DPT2 8933 DPT1
8933 Display Facilities 8934 DPT3
Light Pen Option
Selection
8934 Display Facilities Same DPT3
Function Switch 8920
Program Activation 8940
8940 Display Facilities Same DPT4 Same DPT4
Program Tabular 8941
Data Display
8941 Display Facilities Same DPT2 Same DPT4








8944 Display Facilities 8934 DPT3
Program Function 8920
Switch Attach/Detach 8950
8950 Operating System 8951
Facilities
8951 Operating System Same DIS2 Same DTSl





7 7 -7 I-7I
2.2.2 CDA Tasks
The tasks which make up the CDA are listed in Table 2-2.
This table also shows all sources of activation for each task. Pro-
gram listings for the tasks are presented in Section 5 with flowcharts
in Appendix B.
Control cards used to build the Job Task Table for the CDA
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3. 1 System Initialization
Before the CDA can be exercised, the CDA displays must be
generated and loaded into the library disk storage attached to the 810B.
If the displays are not in the existing library, they can be created with
the CDA Display Source Deck via the library generation and loading
procedures discussed in the "MPCS User's Guide".
Assuming the existence of the displays in the library, the
MPCS Display Processor is first initialized in the 810B in the manner
described in the "MPCS User's Guide". Next the CDA tasks are loaded
and activated in the desired 840. Simplified instructions for initial-
izing the CDA are provided in Appendix D.
3.2 User Operation
Once activated, the CDA executes under full control of the user.
The initial CDA task automatically loads the first display which con-
tains self-explanatory options. All subsequent functions are activated
by the user via the light pen to select options, the display console
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5. CDA TASK LISTINGS
-35-
SUPkul1iNE DPTO
C flN.1 ' .J: ISSUES THE REUUEST FOR IHE INITIAL LUEMONSTRATION
lC ODiSPLAY(8900). INITIALi -t loRIIONS OF THE CONTROL
C TABLE USED IN THE TASK SCHEIIbLING SECTION OF THE
C .DEMOh S1RATOlh'. (SEE.DISPLAY 8951 AND TASK DTSO.)
C ENTkY CVND['rI0N,S: SCHEDULED BY SYSTEM AS INII4L TASK
C I. ',P I S: NONE
C
C FXTkl\AL.. CAILLS: M$23 (NEW DISPLAY REQUEST)




DATA NAME (1),NAME(2),NAME(3) NAME(4),NAME(5),NAME(6) /
.1 4qDISA, 4WDTSR, 4HDTSC, 4HDTSD, 4HDT4F, 4HDTSF/
D IU I 1, 6
ITAB(I,1) = 0
10 I AS(i 3) =NAME(I)
IiAk(1,4) = 2
II A(1,5) : 10
1IAb(2,4) : 1
ITAB(2,5) · 100









ILSERTS THE SPECIAL CHA!tAi,TT-PS <, >, / IN1 DIS-
PLAYS wHICH COULD NOT (:,,NA:i I)HM ORIGINALLY
SECAUSE OF ThtIR SPECIAI- SIGNIF ICANCE TO THE
LIBRARIAN AS PEN OPTION AND COMPOSE FIELD DEFINI-
TION CHAPACTENS,
C
C f!JrY C1uNuI: INS: CALLElu BY TASK DPT2
C ACTIVAItD FROM DISPLA'f U;NSOLE AS FPLLOWS
C .. dTION 9 0F DISPLAY b914
C OPTI0N 2 OF DISPLAY 89;0d
C OPTION 1 OF UISPLAY 893n








DISPLAY TAG AiNU PTIlo! ,v\l./Cti MPOSE F IELD NO, T0
ITENTIFY ACTIVATION SOUCtL.
M$20 - TABULAR DATA DISPLAY EOQUEST
M$06 - TERMINATE
COMMON /CDXT1/IN(3)
iCDI = IN(1) + 1
N : 3
IF (IN(1) ,EO,. 8920) ICUT = 8933









C. FuNcTICN: ACCEPTS COMPOSE FIELD INPUI DATA AND DISPLAYS IT
C VIA THE ONE-LINE MESSAGE fACILITY.
C
C E.T t C:NLJI)I N 'N!S ACTIVATED FROM DISPLAY CONS!.LE AS FOLLOWS,
C COMPOSE IELDS 1-3 0F UISPLAY 8931
C COMPOSE FIELDS 1,2 OF PISPLAY 8932
C COMPOSE FIELDS 1-4 0' F ,ISPLAY 8941
C
C I.INPJT: DISPLAY TAG, N,. OF INPUT WOR.DS FROM COMPOSE FIE







M$22 - .NE-LINE MESSAGE DISPL-AY RbtUEST
M$06 - TERMINATE
DPT1
, M i V, /)DXT2/IN(50)/UXT1/INX(3)
D[MtNSION IMSG(50)
[)ATA iMSG(1),IMSG(2),IMSG()MSG(4)/4HINPU,4HT RE,4HCEIV,4HED :/
i : IN(3)
DO 10 J = 1, I
10 lMSLi(J+4) x IN(J*3)
CALL M$22 (IRC,-',-1,0,4*(I+4),IMSG(1),$900)


























C EI ! I ;
C
ATTACHES OR DETACHES TASK DrT8 TV THE SPECIFIED
FuNCTION SWITCH. THE F.hiLu'IIAN PERFORMED FOR A
GIVEN SWITCH DEPENDS ON THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE
SWITCH, IF IT IS CURREN\TLY ATTACHED, IT WILL BE
DETACHED AND VICE VERSA.
THIS MODULE ALSO DISPl.AVS THF ATTACH/DETACH STATUS
(1/0 RtSPE;TTVELY) FOR 4LL .16 Fu!JCTION SWITCHES,
ACTIVATED FROM DISPLAY Cc'S"'LE AS FOLLOWS.
vTIdN 3 OF DISPI, A 892n
WPTI ON 1 OF DISPLAY 89.i3
OPTION 1 OF DISPLAY b944
OP1ION 1-16 OF DISPLAY 8934
DISPLAY TAG A ND OPTION NIJM1HLR
M$20 - TABULAR DATA DISPLAY REOUESr




DATA !FS(i) IFS(2)oIFs(3),IF S(4) IFS(5) IF;;(6),IFS(7),IFS(8),
IIlS(9),) !f(10,) IFS(1l) I S(12) IFS(13), IFS(14), IF'S(15) IFS(16)/
0,0,0 0 n,0 ,o n,o ,o0 0,0,0 0 /
DAIA KCO KC1,K4CO/HO ,lHl,4H0000/
IF (IN(1) ,NE, 8934) GO TO 30
[I =IN(2)'
K = I/2
K1 = K + 1
IF (2*K ,EO. I) K1 = K1 + 7





10 IFS(I) = 1
K2 = KC1
20 CALL M$24 (4HDPt8, K1 $S900)
CALL iM1$20 ( IRC,8934, I ,1,K2$900)
CALL M$06
30 DO 35 I = 1. 4
35 MFS(I) = K4CO * IFS(4o*I3)*2**18 + IFS(4*I-2)*2**12
1 * IFS(4*1'1)*2*6 IFS(4*I)








C f JNCTIiOi: RESPONUS fi DISPLAY CONSOLE COMMANUS AS FOLLOWS,
C 1. ISSUES TABULAR DATA DISPLAY REQUESTS FOR
r DISPLAY 8940,
C 2. ISSUES CURSOR MAVE REQUESTS FOR DISPLAY
C e8941.
C 3. ISSUES A ONE-LINE MESSAGE REQUEST FOR
C DISPLAY 8942,
C 4. ISSUES A NEW DISPLAY ROEQUEST FOR DISPLAY
C 8943,
C
C ENTRY CNUI1llINS: ACIIVAIED FROM DISPLAY :CONS~OLE AS F'ILLOWS.
C OPTIONS 6,7 OF DISPLAY R920
C DPTIODNS 1-3 OF DISPLAY 8940
C COMPOSE ]'ELD 1 OF DISPLAY 8940
C OPTIONS 1-5 OF DISPLAY 8941
C ONE-LINE MESSAGE OPTi[, OaF DISPLAY 8942
C I'Puf-;,: DISPLAY TAG AND 'O'TTON NUJMbEP
C
rC EXT. AL CALLS M%20 - TABULAH DATA DISPI.AY REQUEST
C M$21 - CURSOR MOVE DISPLAY fEQUEST
C Mi22 - ONE-LINE MESSAGE DISPLAY REQUEST
C M$23 - NEW DISPLAY REQUESI
C EXII: M$06 - TERMINATE
C(,bMMi. /DIT4/IN(6)
IF (I\1(1) ,EQ, 8941 .AND. IN(2) .LE. 4) Go TO 100
lf t Il(1) .EQ. 8941 .ANLD. IN(2) .EQ.O, 5 .,I. IN(1) ,EQ. 8920 ,AND.
1 lV;(2) ,EJ. 6) GO TO 200
IF (I,(L) .EQ. d942 .0R. IN(1) .EQ. 892U .AND. IN(2) .EQ. 7)
i nr; 'r. 300
I I-,1(2)




2 FIRM1A I (12)
CALL M$20 (IRC, 8940, -N, 5, IN(5), $900)
Gi ' 0 40
10 CALL M$20 (IRC,8940,3,3,3HABC,$900)
L IO0 40
20 CALL M$20 (IRC,8940,0,00 ,$900)
Gv! 1I0 40
30 CALi M$20 (IRC,8940,-5,3,3HXYl,$900)
40 CALL M$06
lno CALL M$21 (IRC,8941,IN(2),$900)
CALL M$06
200 CALL M$22 (IRC,8942,8943,4HDPT4,72,72HAPPLICATION PROGRAM MESSAGE,
1 SELECT OPTION AT RIGHT TO CONTINUE TO 8943 ,$900)
CALL MSU6








C FUNCIIONI DETERMINES WHICH FUNCTI0N SWITCH ACTIVATED IT AND
C DISPLAYS AN APPROPRIATE 0NE-LINE MESSAGE WHICH
C IDENTIFIES THE SWITCH.
C
C INPUT: FUNCTION SWITCH SETTING
C
C ENTRY CONDI!IINS: SCHEDULED IN RESPONSE TO THE SETTING 0F ANY ATTACH-
C ED CONSOLE FUNCTION SwITCH,
C
C EXTERNAL CALLSI M$22 * ONE-LINE MESSAGE DISPLAY REQUEST
C





1 ,4HAS B,4HEEN ,4HSET /
DATA J/4HO0 H/
I a - IN(2)
IF (I ,GT. 9) 1 = I - 10 + 2*o6
M(5) = J + 1*2.'12












INITIALIZE THE CONTRO0L TAbLE USED IN THE TASK
SCHEDULING PORTION OF THE DEMONSTRATION,
IF ANY OF THE TASKS C0NTROLLED VIA THE TABLE ARE
NOT INACTIVE, THEY ARE DELE1ED,
THE TABLE CONIAINS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS FOR EACH OF
THE SIX TASKS USED To DEMONSTRATE TASK SCHEDULING
FACILITIES,




2, SUSPENSION PERIVD IN MINUTES(O = INDEFINITE)
3. TASK NAME




5. PERMIDIC TASK RATE
6. EXECUTION PASS COUNT
SCHEDULED IN RESPONSE TrI OPTI0N 4 OF DISPLAY 8900.
SCHEDULED IN RESPONSE To MPI ION 23 OF DISPLAY 8951,
SCHEDULED AS A RESULT OF THE IMMEDIATE-MODE NEW
DISPLAY REQUEST ISSUED RY DPTO.
NONE




IF (IN(1) ,EQ. 8900 .AND. IN(2) ,EO. 4) CALL EXIT
DO 10 I : 1, 6
ITAB(I,6) 5 0
IF (ITAB(I,1) ,EQ, 0) GO TO 10
ITAB(I,1) = 0
CALL MS05 (ITAB(I,3), IRC, $100)
GO 10 10











































St.Hk0Tj1' i NfJ TS1
C














SRv/Ic-ES THE OPTION SELC !IONS FrAH THE TASK S(CHEDJ-
LING DISPLAY t8951) AS f iLLOWS.
1. FOR Lr i:'l IO N- A1 BiAINS AND DISPLAYS THE
SYSTEM STATtiS FOR A. 1 6 SAMPLE TASKS.
2. FOR OPTIONS 2-7 SCHI::i.ULES 'THE SPECIFIED
TASK F'OR EXEClJ I¢,N,
3. FOR (VPTIONS 8-13 SE ITHE CONTROL TABLE
ENTRY F'R THE SPFCIf TED TASK TO CAUSE THE
TASK 1T SUSPEND IIShlf INDEFINITELY.
4. FOR C'TIONS 14-19 D13-LETES THE SPECIFIED
TASK,.
F.  1"IOR 1 NS ?0-22 SETS THE CONTROL TAHLE
ENTRY CF09 THE S,'ECIFIED TASK TO CAuSE THE
TASK 'iJ 1ERMI'JAEF I ISELF.
SCHEDULED IN kESPONSE ToM APTIONS 1-27
8951.
OF DISPLAY
OP lI iON NUMtER
M$01 - SCHEDULE PER'1ODiU TASK
M$0? - SCHEDUI E NON-PERIODIC TASK
M$05 - DELETE TASK
M$07 - CHECK T.ASh STAlUS




DIMENS I N JST(6),MST(3)
DATA KST'/4H0000/
I ' 1 + (IN(2) + 4)/6
J = IN(2) - 6*(I - 1) + 5
GO 1'0 (100, 200, 300, 400, 500), I
100 DO110 I 1, 6
CALL M$07 (ITAB(I,3),IST,$900) -
liO JST(I) = 64*(ISI/8) + IST - 8*(IST/8)
DO 120 I : 1, 3
120 MST(I) s KST + 2**12*JST(2*l-1) + JST(2*I)
CALL M$20 (IRC, 8951, -1, 12, MST('1), $900)
CALL M$06
200 IF (J ,GT. 3) GO TO 250
CALL M$01 (ITAR(J,3) ITAB(J,4)., ITAR(J,5), l,IRC,S270)
GO TO 260
250 CALL M%02 (ITAB(.J,3),IRC,$270)
260 ITAS(J,1) a 1
GO ro 100
270 IF (IRC .EQ, 2) GO 1T0 100
GO 10 900
300 ITAB(J,1) · *1
ITAB(J,2) a 0
GO !VO 100
400 CALL M$05 (ITAB(J,3),IRC,$490)
410 ITA8 (J,1) = 0
GO 1'0 100
-43-
490 IF (IRC .EQ. 1) G i'0 900
GO 10' 410
5fn ITAH (J+3,J) = 0





Si.e4UT I NE DTS2
C






PROCESS THE COMPOSE FIELD ITPUt FOR THE TASK SCHED-
ULING UTSPLAY (8951) AS FZLOIWS,
1. FOR COMPOSE FIE LD 1 SETS THE PERIODIC RATE
AND UINITS IN THE C\!;TRL TABLE ENTRY FOR
TASK DTSC,
2. FOR COMPOSE FIELDS 2-7 SETS THE CONTROL
IABLE ENTRY FOR ThSE CORRESPONDING TASK T0
CAUSE THE TASK TO S-iPEND ITSELF F'VR THE
SPECIF I ED N!UMBE F M i NJUT ES
C













i.I MENSI :N KUNIT(3)
DATA KLINIT(l),KUNIT(2),KU NIT(3)/4HMIL ,4HSEC ,4HMIN /
IF (I1-i(2) .GT. 1) r, TP 100
i.) 10 1 = 1, 3
IF (IN(5) ,EQ. KUNI1 (I)) GV TO 20
1.0 C0NT I :IJE
20 1IA8(J,4) u I





100 I = IN(2) - 1
iTAB(I,1) = -1

























C I P i T :
PERIOUIC, RATE = 10 SECONDS
INCREMENTS AN EXECUTION PASS COUNT AND DISPLAYS
THIS COUNT IN THE PPRPEi "TASK DATA" FIELD OF
DISPLAY 8951.
IF THE CONTROL TABLE INDICATES THAT THE TASK IS TO
BE SluSPENDED, IT SUSPENDS IrELF FOR THE SPECIFIEI)
NUMBER OF MIN!UTES OR' INDEFI\,ITELY.
IF AN ERROR REIURN CODE IND!CATES THAT DISPLAY 8951
IS rIlH LONGER ACTIVE, THE TASK WILL DELETE ITSELF.





C EXTI AL ALL
C
M$20 - TABULAR DATA
M$05 - DELETE TASK
M$10 - SUSPEND TASK
M$12 - SUSPEND TASK
DISPLAY REQUEST
INDEFINITTELY
FOR A SPECIFIED TIME
M$06 - TERMINATE
C ' :,MN I A8(6,6)
DIMtNSION IKOUNr(2)
I = 1
ITA(l1,6) = ITA8(I,6) + 1
NHI!E (0,10) ITAB(I,6)




IF (I1AB(I,1)) 100, 200, 200
100 IF (IrAB(I,2) ,EQ, 0) GO TO 150
CALL H$12 (3, ITAB(1,2))
Go i0 160
150 CALL M$10
160 IF (IlAB(I,1) ,LT. O) ITAB(I,l) = 1
200 CALL M$06
500 IF (IRC .NE. 1) GO TO 900
CALL M$05 (ITAg(I,3), IRC, $590)
510 ITA(It1) = 0
CALL M$06





ET i CTsYC ilN I 10NS:
SUl'HRTi NHE DI'S
C A-:, SCHED.Li NG DEMONS1DA I IN D)UMM ' I-A9K
C..
C TASq lYivE; PERICUIC, RATEt = U10 li-Li-SECONDS
C
C' FIN.TI nl'ALj, THIS ! ASK IS THE SAME AS DTOA
CM ; AM 0 , i 1  ( 6,6)
D lM.tN.' ION I KJlINI () 2'
I = 2





CALL 'i$i20 (IRC,8951,-5-8*I,8, i KOUikT(1),' 500)
IF (lI jA(l1,l)) 100, 200, 20U
100 iF (I !At(1,2) ,E(. 0) GO TO 150
CALL M$;12 (U, I'AB(I.2))
G0. T 160T
150: CALL M$10
160 IF (liAB(I,.) ,LT, 0) ITAl(,1) : 1
200 CALL M$ 06
500 IF (IRC .NE. 1) Go T0 900
CALL MSU5 (I1AB(I,3), INC, $i590.)
510 ITAHB(!,1) 0
CAL. L M$(106






1ASK SCHEUULING DEMONSTRAIItN IDUJMMY iASK
C 1ASK TYPE: PERIODIC, RATt = 1 mINU E ("PFFAULT)
C
C Fw;NICTI]ANALLY, THIS TASK lS THE SAME AS UTSA
CGIMMrN ITAB(6,6)
DIMENSION [KOUNT(2)





CALL M$20 (IRC,8951i-5-Sed, IKOUNT(1),$S5O)
IF (I IAB(.lI) 100, 200, 201J
100 If (i'AS(it,) .EQ. 0) GO To 150
CALL M$12 (3, ITAB(I,2))
Go TO 160
1.50 CALL MS10
160 IF. (IIAB(oI,) ,LT. 0) ITA(I,*1) ; 1
2on CALL M$06
500 IF (IWC .NE, 1I GO TO 900
CALL MS05 (ITAR(I,3), IRC. $590)
510 lAS(I,1) x 0
CALL M$06










INCREMtNTS AN EXECUTION PASS COUNT AND DISPLAYS
THIS COUNT IN THE PR0PER "TASK DATA" FIELD 0F
DISPLAY 8951,
IF TWE CONTROL TABLE INDICATES THAT THE TASK IS TO
BE SUSPENDED, IT SUSPENDS ITSELF F0R THE SPECIFIED
NUMBER OF MINUTES 0R INDEFINITELY.
IF AN ERR0R RETURN CeDE INDICATES THAT DISPLAY 8951
IS NE LONGER ACTIVE, THE 1ASK WILL TERMINATE.
IF THE CONTROL TABLE INDTCAPFS THAT THE TASK IS TO
BE DELETED,IT WILL TERMINATE ITSELF.





M$20 - TABULAR DATA DISPLAY REQUEST
M$10 - SUSPEND TASK INDEFINITELY










CALL M$20 (IRC,895i,-5-8oI,8, IKOUNT(1),$500)
IF (I'TAB(I,1)) 100, 200,1
100 IF (ITAB(1,2) .EQ. 0) G0 TO 150
CALL M$12 (3. ITAR(I,2))
G0 T0 160
150 CALL MSiO
160 IF (ITAB(1,1) .LT. 0) ITAB(l.1) = 1
G0 10 1

































C. iA',K SCHEDULING UtMONSTRAIlON DUMMY IASK
C
C 1AS? 'YPE; NS[N-PtHIOUIC
C
C FuNCIG10\I'ALLT, THIS IASK IS [HE SAME AS DlSD
C
C;wMciN lAB(6,6)
iJ, iMt N, I 0,N I K OUN'I ( 2)




20( F PRA I (2A4)
CALL t'20 (IRC,8951,-5-B*ItbIKlKUNT(l),$50O)
IF (IlAb(I,1)) 100, 200,1
100 IF (IIAb(!,2) ,EQ, 0) GO TO 150
CALIL M12 (3, IT'A (1,2))
('v 10 160
150 CALL M%10
160 IF (IIAhB(,1) ,LT, 0) ITAB(I,1) : 1
G i7 1







C TASK SCHEDULING UfM0BNSFRAI 10N JUMMY IAK
C 1sa, iYPE: NON-PERIOUIC
C
iJ F-N.II ION,;ALL'Y, THIS IASK IS THE SAME AS I'S:D
C
C(<MM ,' i'1A8(6,6)
DIMiEII0 IK0UN- ( 2)
1:6
1 i'AB(i,6) 1 ITAB(I,6) + 1
wkhI1E (U,10) ITAB(I,6)
10 F IRMA ( B)
RA!j (0.20) IKJUN'r
20 "RPMA] (2A4)
.CALL M$20 (IRC,8951,-5-8*,I,8,IKOUN T(1),$SU0)
IF (.ITAB(I,1)) 100, 200,1
10n IF' (I 1A(i',2) ,EQ, 0) GO TV 150
CALL 1$12 (3, IIABg(12))
,g i10 160
150 -CALL M$10
160 .IF' (IIAB(I,1) ,LT, 0) I T'AB(l1,1) = 1
G? Frl 1









PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILM,








T,8900 MULTI-PROCESSOR CONTROL SYSTEM
To MPCS DEMONSIRAIlON
Tr
T.MPUS HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO PROVIDE FACILITIES FOR CONCURRENT EXECUTION
T.OF JOB COMPONENTS(IASKS) BY MULTIPLE PROCESSORS. tHESE FACILITIES
TINGLUDE SYSTEM StRVICES FOR TASK CONTROL. CROSS'PROCESSOR COMMUNICATIX
T, ON
TAND CRT DISPLAY SUPPORT IN ADDIfION TO THE CAPABILllIES PROVIDED BY
T,THt CHANE OPERATING SYSTEM.
TI
TTHIS DEMOBN!RA!I0N HAS BEEN ORGANItED INTO SEVERAL SECTIONS EACH OF




r, <*> DISPLAY LIBRARY GENERATION FACILITIES
T,
T, <*> REAL-TIME DISPLAY FACILITIES
T,
T, <(> OPERATING SYSTEM FACILITIES
T,
T,
T,N IN DER SELECT AN PTIN TOUCH THE LIGHT PEN BEAM T ONE
TNOIE _ IN ORDER 10 SELECT AN oPTION, TOUCH THE LIGHT PEN BEAM T0 ONE





T, <e> TERMINATE DEMONSTRATION
END





i,8910 DISPLAY L1BRARY G'ENERATI0N FACILITIES
r,
T,THERE ARE FiU.iR HASiC SfEPS IN GtNERATIlNG tHE D!SPLAY LIBRARY
1,FBR APPLICAIION PRvOGRAMS.
I., 1. DEFINE THE DISPLAYS INECESSARY F' 'IHt APPLICATION OR APPLICATI0X
T,
1, 2. iSING IHt DISPLAY LI6RARIAN LANGUAGE(DLL), CODE THE DISPLAY
I, H0RMA1TI :G INjVRMATI ON AiUiD PUNCH IHIS INFORMA7I 'N IN -SUIRCE CARX
i, DS.
r ,
I, 3. INPUI lHE obUCE CARDS TO THt DISPLAY LI8RARiAN PROGRAM WHICH IX
TN
1, IURN WILL CRnATE A MAGNETIC TAPE CONTANINIG lHt DISPLAY LIBRARYX
I'.
V ,
i 4, TRANSFER THE DISPLAY LIBRARY FRirM MAGNETIC TAPE (HARD ST0RAGE)
1* i 0 THE 81Ub DISK FOR ON-LINE tXECU T N.
1'
I,THE DISPLAY LIBRARY IS CREATED NY THE DISPLAY LIBRARIAN PROGRAM USING





r, 1, OuTPUI 0PlIION -0- 5, CUMPOSE -C- 9, TEXT -T-
1, 2. INPUT OPT10N -1- 6, LEGALITY -X- 10. END -E-
i, 5. NAME -N- 7. LINE -L- 11, DELEE -D-
it 4. PEN -P- 8, ItEX CONTROL --
1,
I,DISPLAY 8911 GIVES A FUNCTIONAL EXPLANAlI0N OF THESE SOURCE RECORDS.
I ,
1,. (SELECT 8911>





I, 9l11 DiSHLAY LIBRARIAN LANGUAG( SOURCE RECLRL)S
i ,
IDLL SV0JUCE RkC;1RNS A!-E 0F IHREt rTYES.
!, 1., REU;J)RDS RE[JlIRtD TO INP0UI PIFGAM OP I;I;aN StLECTIONS ANL CQINTRX
I (AL
I. PAr.AMFIERS 'Iv IHE LIBRARIAN PROGRAM, RECuRUS OF THIS TYPE ARE
I .' ;Ht- (uI.;UI vPI INl IN UT EPTIZ)N, N!Ai, !AE, EXT CONTROL, END, ANX
,D
I, !.IEL. EIE PrICi8L)JS.
2. C(lll<1LL rAUEt RECORUS WHICH COLNIAIN CI',NI'RNL IF0ORMAliO0N REQUIRX
I, EID
, .Kf0R ttu lEXCJ"iJI\ OF THE DISPLAY OPI('J1NS BY iHt ON-LINt: DISPLAY
I, HPRV.GRAMf THt DISPLAY OPIIONS FRH WHICH Cv1NIRVL INF0RMATION IS
;i. INHUI BY THtSE RECORDS ARE- KEYBOARD DAIA CNTRY, LIGHT PEN OPX
T rI 0N,
I, bANU Lti'E VtCIR( DISPLAY. REtCfRLS OF THIS TYPE ARE THE- PEN,
1. COHIPoSt, LEGALITY, AND LINE REUkRDS.
r, 3, TEXI RtC.URDS WHICH DEFINE [HE UAIA [HAT iS 1, APPEAR ON THE
1, DISPLAY, TEXI RECORDS ALSVl DEFiNE iHE ARtAS i0N THE DISPLAY
I, NwHHNE IHE uISPLAY OPTIONS ARE 10 APPEAR,ANU !HEY CN[rAIN DAlA
I, rTO DEFINE APiLICATI0N UROGnAM F L.L-IN AREAS LN THE DISPLAY,
I,
Tr ,











T,8912 DISPLAY LIBRARIAN LANGUAGE - SOURCE RECORD FR0PMATS -i-
T,
r,THt CEDED DLL SOURCE RECORDS ARE INPUT TO THE DISPLAY LIBRARIAN
i,PROGRAM ON 80 COLUMN PUNCHED CARDS AND EACH RECORD REQUIRES AN
i,IDUtNIFIER CHARACltR IN CARD COLUMN 1.
I,
1,


















- OPTIONAL CPNTR0L CARD, IF N0T INCLUDED
IN INPUT DECK THE DISPLAY LIBRARIAN WILL
ASUMt THE ,P' OPTION WAS SELECTED.
· S:LIST SOURLE CARDS
- P=OUIPUT PRINTED DISPLAYS TO LINE PRINTER
- L=WRITE-ADD DISPLAYS T0 DISPLAY LIBRARY
- INPUT NORMALLY IS FROM CARDS, FOR CARD IMAGX
MAGNtiIC TAPE INPUT, THIS OPTI0N CARD IS USX
- XXXX IS 'rHE DISPLAY NA;ME TAG. IT CAN RE ANY FOUR
UIGIT NUMBER FROM 00O1 THR0UGH 999
.
9, DISPLAY NAME
iAGS FROM 0001 THROUGH 8999 WILL BE USED FOR NORMAL
DISPLAYS AND DISPLAY NAME TAGS FRO'M 9000 THR0UGH
9999 WILL BE USED FOR, SPECIAL DISPLAYS,
PvRj A DESCRIr!ION OF SPECIAL DISPLAYS, SELECT THE
9050 PEN OPTION WHICH FOLLOWS <SELECT 9050>,
T.





$$$$b$ DISPLAY 8912 hAS BEEN ADDED TO LIBRARY $$$$
-57-
01,i DISPLAY LIBRARIAN LANGUAGE - SOlURCE RECORD FORMATS -2-
rtE CARD -P-
P#XXXX,YYYY - XXXX=NAME TAG OF tHE DISPLAY TO BE LOADED WHEN THE OX
IS StLECItD. 0001-9999
'SAME' WILL CAUSt THE C;URRtN' DISPLAY T0 BE REIX
- ,A I NEI4 .
! 
TI, L 0A ED
'PREy' WILL CAUSE THE PREVIOUS DISPLAY TO BE REL
Y(YY=NAME OF lHE (ASK 10 HBE SCHEDULED WHEN THE OPTIOX
IS SELECTED. THIS PARAMETER IS OPTIONAL,
COMPjSE CARD -C-
UUi,V V,XXXX, YYYY -
LEGALITY CARE -X-
X((1R1)(L212H2) ...
UUzNUMBEH OF SUBFIELDS IN THIS COMPOSE FIELD,
CAN Bt A ONE OR TWO DIGIT NUMBER
VV=NuMBFH OF CHAHACTERS IN THIS COMPOSE FIELD,
CAN BEPt A ONE bR TWO DIGIT NUiMBER
XXXX=NEXi DISPLAY NAME TAG eSAME AS PEN CARD*
YYYYY=NEXI TASK NAME *SAME AS PEN CARD EXCEPT I
IS HtEUIRED FOR THE CUMPOSE CARD.
1'
,(LNINRN) - L:NUMBER OF RET.HIICTION CHARACTERS
- I=TYPE OF RESTRICTION DA'rA
O=OCCIAL 8=8iNARY D=DECIMAL
A:ALPHABE'rIC X= N0 CHECKING
S:SPECIAL-DtFINITION Of SPECIAL
CHARACTERS WILL BE SHOWN IN
ON-LINE DISPLAY FACILITIES, DIS
8931
- R=RESTRICTION DAIA -EXPLICIT MAGNITX
MAGNITUDE RANGE, OR BOTH ALLOWED
i ,FRMAT ILLUSTRATiONS CONTINUE ON DISPLAY 8914.
<SELECT 8914>





























L ,L .4 / ,1,70,18
L _ , L ,8,1 58, 1 9
L, C, 610,407, 874, 40 /
L,C,/42,431, 742,68S
L C,6h32,13,828, 93
L, C,. b 32, 19.3, 828, . 13
t T
DISPLAY LILBARIAN LANGUAGE -. SuRCE REUCDr) F ,RMATS -3-
LINE CARD -L-
Litt vEtCT.HS ANiL -1EXT UNDltHLINtS CAN 6E INCLUDJEj IN THE DISPLAY.
THERE A.FE 'lr'w EVRMATS-
. 1. L,C, I IiI,JJJJKKK KLLLL -e C=LINE VtCT0R SPECIF I E,
, 1III= RM X VRRI).INAiE .. JJJ=FH0M Y ORDINX
,.ATe
!, KKKK=TO X ORDINATt LLLLL=TO Y ORDINATX
I, E
i, 2. L,L,pMMNN,0,PrP - L=TEXT UNDERLINE SPtCEIIEID
I, MM=FROM CHARACTEN NUNBER ~,!N=FROM LINE NUMHER
I, I=0:TO C-HAHACIEtH I 'UMtSE P=P-:T LINE NUMBER
1,XAMPL AND EXRLINE USAGE-
,Shk)wN HELZ AR-.tXAMI-LtS eF LILt VtCTeY AND IEXT UNDtELINE uSAGt-
I .
, THe LINES SHWwo AT 1E RIGHT WERE SPECIFIED




L,L,47,18i70D,18 ' AND L,Lo58',17, 8'19
i,HWE::vER, THEY L;OULD HAVE BEEN SPECI'ItEu IN
i,LiNE VECTr .O F RMAT liy-
I, L,C,610, 40, 874, 47 AND L, 742, 431,742,383
I,























DISPLAf LItBkARIAN LANGUAGE - SOURCt REC(RI) FtRMATS -4-
,EXT CONINRL CARD -*-
*T - [HIS CONiROL CARD IS USED O, ADVISE THE
DISPLAY LIBRARIAN RoGkAM' iHAI ALL
GCNTROL PAGE SOURCE RUE0RDLS FOR Iht DISPLAY
HAVE BEEN INPUT.
- IT MUST IMMEDIATELY F LLLOW THE LASI CONFrRVL
PAGE SOURCE CARD IN THt I.NhiUT DECK.
,EXT CARD -T-
IjJJJJ............ JJ - IHE j'S HEPRESENI TEXI DATA. EACH RECORD
wILL DEFINE ONE LINE OF IEXT ON THE DISPLAY
AND MAY C0ONTAIN UP TO SEVENTY-FIVE TtXT
CHARACTE$S.A MAXIMUM OF IHIRTY-FIVE TEXT
RECORDS ARE ALLOWED FOR A -IRMAL DISPLAY.
ALL IEXT RECORDS MUST FBLLOW tHE TEXT
CONTROL CARD IN IHE INPLUI STREAM, AND MUST
BE IN 1HE ORDER THE TEXT IS TO APPEAN ON
!HE DISPLAY.
.CHARACTERS THAT WILL HAVE SPECIAL MEANING
iN THE TEXT DATA ARE- 0 ANIJ # INDICATING
A PEN OPIlIN, THE * INDICAIING A COMPOSE
FIELD OR SUBFIELU, AND THE # INDICATING












- INDICA1ES END OF INPUI DATA FOR A DISPLAY.
'D-
- XXXX=DISPLAY NAME IAG. DELETES DISPLAY XXXX
FROM THE DISPLAY LIBRARY TAP.t,
<END OF SECTION>
















































DilrL. AY C NSVULE ekEAifR CONTRHL CAPABILITIES
<*> K - Y AU A!A ENT Y
<*. LL HT PtN v,:TI0N SELECTI0N
<*> F'JNCTI0\ .WiTCh Pi0GRAM ACTIVAII0N
A-PLICATI ;N pRikAMt DISPLAY CAPABILITtS
<*> TABULAR DAIA (FILL-IN) DISPLAr
<*> DATA CUHSHk CONTROL
(*> 0NE-LINE EtSSAGE DISPLAY
<*> NtW DISPLAY REQUEST
(*> FUNCTIOi, SWITCH AITACH"DEIACH
TOJ RTAIN DETAIED ILLUSTRAIIONS OF ANY OF IHESE FACILITIES, USE THE
LIG(T !'EN To SELECT THE APPROPHIAI' OPI'IN,
D





T,8930 DISPLAY FACILITIES - KEYBOARD DATA ENTRY
T,
TTHk CoNSOLE KEYBSOAk CAN BE USED TO ENTER DATA IINTO RE-DEFINED COMPOX
T,SE
TFIELDS IN A DISPLAY AND TO CAUSE THE EN1ERED DAIA 10 RE PASSED TO AN
TAPPLICA11ION PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING.
T,
1,THt COFPoSt FIELDS APPEAR ON Tmt SCREEN AS SLASH CHARACTERS. THEY ARX
I,E
I,REPLACED WITH INPU1 DATA AS IT IS RECEIVED, A DATA CURSOR APPEARS ON
r,1HE SCREEN ro INDICAIE WHERE THE NEXT INPUT CHARACrER WILL BE PLACED.
T,IT CAN B~ POSI1iaNED AT ANY COMPOSE FIELD LHARACiER iDESIRED BY THE
T,OPtERAT v.
T1
T,AFIER ALl. UESIHE' DAIA HAS BEEN ENIERED FOR A GIVEN COMPOSE FIELD, IHX
T.E
[,OPtRATWK CAN USE THE "RETURN" KtY TO PASS lHE DAIA To AN APPLICATION
TPRGRAiAm. WHEN THE "RETURN" KEY IS DEPRESSED, THE TASK ASSOCIATED wITX
I,H
iTHe COMPOSt FItLU 15 SCHEDULF.D fOR EXECUTION IN T'HEi 840 AND ONE OF THX
1 ,E




r, 2. ',Ht SAME DISPLAY (REFRESHED TO ORIGINAL FORM)
I 







S$$$$$ DISPLAY 8930 HAS BEEN ADDED TO LltRARY $$$$E$
-62-
NI, 8 9 1
P, 892, .DPT!
C,3,9, SAME,DT2
C, 3, 2 SAME, DP i 2
.,5,,. SAME. D r2
* 1
i,89.J1 DISPLAY FACiLITIES - KEYBOARD DATA EN'RY
I ,
,;:4 A C(:! P4 (: CV'i( rI.'} IS PR0vIODEi) THR UGtH THE ,;SE OF SEvERAI. SPECIAL KEX
1 ,tY ,
I KEY FUNCTION
I, . SciI-UCL0N CURSON RIGHT
T, E l.tTt CURSON LEFT
', Ci il 0_N cUuRSOH UP
i', L. IF i- tED ) URSH DOWN
1, ,A i, SIGN i;URSOR HOME (FIRS r C~iPM,- 0bE FIELD)
I,
i,IHt AL..ID iAiA EIrJT.Y KtYS INCLLUUE
i, ALPHAEi iC A-j
, NUMtR C 0-9
i, 'SPECIAL , . 7 ' " ( ) # # = + - " # PLANK
T,ALL VTHtR CHARACIERS WILL :E IGNORtDL
I,
I,US=t lHt FE PL VWNfiL G bAMPLE COMPOSE FIELDS TO GET !HE FEEL OF DATA ENTRY
I,A NU CII[S.)R MAN IIPuLA I I 0N.
1i,
k, t ;iSE -F ELD A UATE S j// // //// (MNTH DAY YEAR)
I, CCMPO.'SE IELD B VELC;IIY = //./// (FEET PER SECOND)
I, C MW0:SE' F.iELD C / /
!'. / /
T,
T,THt DAIA YOU HAVt tlITERED ,ILL bE RE-DiSPLAYtD liJ !HE ONE-LINE MESSAGX
i,E
T,AT 'E HOTiOm OF THi SCREE,',
1,11 SHiULD BE NOiTED fHAf ONLY ONE COMPOSE FIELD CAN BE PROCESSED AT A
1,1IME. WHENEVER THE CLRSOR IS MOVED TO A NE-W COMPVSE FIELD, THE INPUT
T,u itPQ IS RE-IIiI'iIALIt-D WiTH BLANKS,
T' ,<CONX
'r, T I huE>
tND









1,89i2 DISPLAY FACILITIES - INPUT DATA CHECKING
I'.
T,DAiA ENl-Rtc: VIA 1HE CONSOLE KEYBOARD CAN tE EXAMINEI FOR VALIDITY AUX
TMAiICALLY IHRoUGH THE USE oF PRt-DEFINED LEGALITY UAIA, THIS DATA CAX
I , N
I,SPtCIFY ,ALIUII:Y CHECKS TO BE UE MADE ON BOTH ;YtvE AUD MAGNITUDE OF
T,THE INP0l1 A/lA. F'vR PURPOSES OF VALIDITY CHECKII\G, A COMPOSE FIELD
T,CAN BE 8HOKEN UOwN I[rTO SUBFIELUS WITH A DATA 1YPE AND ONE OR MORE SEX
r, rS
I,OF LIMIIS SPECIFIED FOR EACH SUBFIELD. THESE LEiALIIY CHECKS, IF SPEX
T,CI-
T,FItD, ARE PHENFIRMEU HEN THE OPERAIOR DEPRESSES tHt "REIURN" KEY, If
I,AN EtRO)R IS DEiECIED, A MESSAGE IS DISPLAYED Al 1Ht BOTTOM OF THE SCHX
TEEN .
i,ANU THE CURSOR I5 FPSI1IONED TO THE INVALID CHARACTER OR TO 1HE SUBFIX
1,ELU
T,WHICH IS 0ul OF LIMIrS,










- /// // //// (MON1H DAY YEAR)
111 22 3333
1 - ALPHABtilC WITH VALUES LIMITED TO
JAN,FEU,MAAPR,MAY,JUN JUL. AUG,EP. OCTNX
2 - DECIMAL WITH VALUES LIMITED TO 01-31
6 - DECIMAL WITH VALUES LIMlIED TO 2001
- / / ////
4 5 6777
4 - ALPHABETIC WITH VALUES LIMITED TO XYE
5 - SPECIAL WITH VALUES LIMIrED rO =,#,#
6 - SPtCIAL WITH VALUES LIMIIED TO *#,-BLANX
SUBFIELD 7 - OCTAL WiTH NO LIMITS
TN0TE THAT LEGALIY CHECKING SUBFIELDS D0 NET NECESSARILY HAVE TO HAVE




$$SS$$$ DISPLAY 8932 HAS BEEN ADDED TO LIbRARY $$$$$$
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1,BELOW. CAiE Td FRY?


















1, 89S3 DISPLAY FACILITIES - LIGHT PEN OPTION SELECTION
!,rTHt LIGHT PEN CANi BE USED T1 SELECT AN OPT0ON FRoM ONE 0R M0RE PRE-
!',DE iNED) 0PPIONS IN A DISPLAY.
I ,
T,OPiIONS APPEAR ON rHE SCREEN ENCLOSED BE1WEEN LESS-THAN (#), GREATER-
I.THAN (U) CHARAUltRS,
i.
T,WHtN AN OPA IOIN IS SELECTED BY THE. OPERAI0ROR, -tHE (ASK ASSOCIAIEU WITH
i,THt OPi'IN (IF INE WAS PRE-DEFINED) WILL BE SCHElULED FOR EXECUTION
I,IN THE 840 AND 0-uE OF THE FOLLOWING WILL APPEAR- iN THE SCREEN DEPENDIX
I ,NG
'I,ON H0W THE O PT10ON wAS )EFINED.
r,
'I, 1. A NEtw DISPLAY
T,
r, 2. IHE SAME DISPLAY (REFRESHED TO ORIIGINAL F0RM)
T, 
t, 3 .THE SAME DISPLAY (UNREiRESHED)
lNO'lE THAT OPTIONS DIFFER FROM. COMPOSE FIELDS IN )HAT A TASK MAY OR MAX
T,N0! BE SCHEDULED. THIS IS BECAUSE THEME IS NO OTIHER OPERAT0R-ENTERED
I,DAIA ASS0OCiATEU WIl!H AN OPI I'N WHICH RU:OIRES PRCtESSING BY A 1ASK,
I',
F,TWl STANDARD OPTIONS EXIST AT IHE U[orTTM OF THE SCREEN F0R EVERY DISPY
I LAY ,
TTHt FIRST PROVIDES THE CAPABILlIY r1 REIURN THE PRECEDING DISPLAY TO
I,THE SCREEN. NO FASK GETS SCHEDULED BY SELECTION 0~ r-HIS OPTION. THE
r,SEcOND STANDARD OPTION IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE YhNE-LINE MESSAGE, USUAX
T,L.LYP
T,SELECrIfON 1F THIS OPTION WILL NOl CAUSt EITHER A NEW DISPLAY To BE
I,LOADED 0R A TASK TO-BE SCHEDULED, HOWEVER, THE CAPABILITY EXISTS TO
T,ALLOW APPLICATJON HROGRAMS 10 SPECIFY A DISPLAY ANUDOR A TASK TO BE










I s, SA:t, DPTj
H, S AME, DP1 :3
, ,A M E, D P T 3
PSA;i :,DPT3
P,SAMt,[)P[3', k ,DP 
, SAME, DPT3
P, SAME, DP T3
P, SAME, D P T3
P, SAME OPI 3
H, S A i- ', ) HP T 3
P, SAMIE, DPT3
' .S AME, DH '1 3
P, 8940
T, 89354 DISPLAY FACILITItS - FUNCTIOB N SWITCH PkiNO AM ACTIVATION
i,TH UIJNC!fIN SWl I CH L LOCA'rED ON EACH sIDE OF IHt C bCEEN CAN HE USED
,Tou ACTJVATh APHPLCAif[N PROGRAMS. HOWtVEN, BEFORE THEY CAN bE UTILI% X
,ED,
,AN ADPPLICA ION' PRGRNAM MUST HAVE A1TAChtD TASKS I( iHE ASSOCIATED
l,SWITCHES. (HECER '10 THE APPLICATI ON PROGRAM DISPLAY CAPABILITES,)
r,THt i]ASK CuhRFi\NILY ATTACHED TO A GtVEN SWITCH WILL Ht SCHE.DULED FOR
i,EXtCUTIO, tACH TIME IHt SWITCH IS NAISED,
I,
,,fR PI.!APVScaS t UEMONST'RATOlN, USE THE LIGHI PEN Ti)
,E






























T , T I ; U )T. 1 1w) 
<CONX
1 ,
N, 89 ' u
H . S A ri t , r- F 4
P, SAhM , f) T4
P, SAM , ilPT4
P,0.IP941
C,2, /, SAMt, DP4
X(2Uul-4 )
oT
],8 94 'Ui'iL. AY FAtILITItS - HR0GRAM IAAHULAR DATA DISPLAY
I,AP;'LiCAIjW)'I PPOlG;AMS tXECUiING IN IHE 840 CAiN DI1PLAY DATA IN PRE-DEIFX
i lN N
I,FI-tLi W-liH AHr::tAfi ,N THE SCRtt:N AS PO)UjI SlGhS ,IHE'I, A GIVEN DISPLAY
I,IS IrITiALLY LJAUEb, VIHE iHOUNU SIGNS ARE RHFLACtD WiTH THE TABULAR
T,DAiA A',; IT IS EuELivED FROM APfLICATION PRGRAMS.,
T,CAHA[TLrIS AHE RP'i:FUIDtij i ENABLt APPLJCAT1IOi PROGRAMS TO ADU TO
'I,P.tVtIJuSLy.Y [)S-LAY:tJ DATA, DELt'IE PREVILOUSLY DISLAYED DATA, OR UPDA1X
I,.Pktv.Vl. iSY DISHLAYFtJ CAIA, USt THt LIGHr PEtI .gR KbYBOARD TO ACTIVATE
TDEMO!S i'AEl 1 tA O,',JS 0I` i HtSt CA ARBHILiT I tS,
r,
1. ADU J CHARACIEHS EACH IIME SELECiEU X
, <: >
I', 2. UELtiE ALL PREVIOUSLY DISPLAYED 'A8iJLAR DATA X
'I , <( )
i,
T, 3. uPDATE CHARACTEkS 5-7 EACH TIME SELECTED X
I , < >
T ,
I, 4. JPDA'E STARTING AT CHARACTER // WTIH ////
T, AA BBBBB
r, SULiI1ELD A - DECIMAL VALUE FROM 01-48







1 , T'l NUE>
tND













'1,8941 DISPLAY FACILITIES - PROGRAM DATA CuRHSR CONTROL
I1.
r,APPLICATION PROGRAMS EXECUIING IN THE 840 CAN MOvE THE DATA CURSOR To
l,THt BEGINNING OF AlqY COMPOSE FIELD ON THE CURRENI DISPLAY. THIS CAPAX
T,-
T.BILITY SHOULD dE USED WITH DISCRETI0N SINCE IT Re.lNITIALI[E THE KEYBX
T, OAND
.IlN'UT I UFFER WITH 8LANKS, IF THE CONSOLE OPERA(OR HAS JUST KEYED IN X
TA
T,LENGTHW COMPOSE FIELD, HE WON,I APPRECIATE HAVING HIS DATA DESTRYEUD.
T,
T,FOH DEMONS1RATI0N PURPOSES, USE THE LIGHT PEN T0 StLECT A COMPOSE FlEX
T,LD
T.TE WHICH THE CURNOR SHALL HE MOVED. YOU STILL HAVE IHE CAPABILITY TO
I,CONTROL IHE CUkSOR FHOM THt KEY80ARD,
T.
1T, 1 I//////I <1>
T.
T, 2 // // (2>
1,
Tr 3 // // (3>
1,










1,8942 DISPI..AY FACILITIES - PHBGRAM ONE-LI;,IE MFSSAGE DISPLAY
T,APtrLICATION PROGRAMS E'XECUilNG IN iHE 640 CAN DISPLAY MESSAGES IN THt
1,SPtCIAL 0NE'LINE MESSAGE AREA Al THt 3!I T'lMT 0F I HE SCREEN. IN ADD I TIX
I, ON0,
'[,THi CA`ABILIIY EXISTS 10 S'ECIFY A, DISPLAY TAG' AND A TASK NAME TO 8E
rF,.AACHED TO THt LIGHi PEN iPTI.-N ASSOCIA1EU WITH THE ONEL-LiNE MESSAGEX
i,Ir SH9u LD BE NiTtED tHAT TH- MESSAGE ARtA IS I'NPRTtCf'ED IN IHE SENSE
I,T-A1 A MESSAGE MAY BE REPLACED WITH A MESSAGE hRoM THE SYSTEM OR FHRM
1,ANoTHPEk APP-LICATrjIv PROGRAM BEFORE 11 CAN HE READ BY THE OPERArTR.
T ,
,WtHEN Y'U SELE:C!ED IHIS DISPLAY A TASK WAS SCHEDUI .EL wHICH ISSUED IHE
l,MESSAGE SHkWN 6ELOW,
bE ND
'$S$%$$ DISPLAY 8942 HAAS BEEN ADDED T~ LIBRARY $$$$
-69-
N ,H94 3
r,8943 UISPLAY FACILITIES - PROGRAM NEw DISP'I.AY fEQUEST
i,
rAPHLICATIN IP ROGRFAMS EXECUIING 1, 1HtE b40 CAIW RbEJU.S- A NEW UISPLAY
1 ,TO APPEAR No THE SiLREEN wI'!H 0, WI ITHOtIl THE SCHE!)UL I ,G OF A NEW rASK.
I,SUMLH A REQUEST CAN St MADE IN ONE &1 TWO MOUES.
1. AUI 'MAII C GWuJE - THE Nt::W DISPLAY IS L'AUtLD I,,MMEDIAIELY AND THX
I, TASK, I1 SPECi IEtD. IS ''CHEDULED 1OR EXECUTIX
1 ,0N.
r ,
I, 2. DELAYEU MPUE - TYE SYSTEM DIPLAYS THt MtSSAGE SHOWN HEL0w
IT, ADN) UPON SELEUfION OF iHE VPTION 8Y THE OPtRX
r, AT 0R,
I, THE NE: DISPLAY iS LOAUtD AND lHE TASKo IF
I, SPEU IIED, IS SCHEUIDLEU FOR EXECUTIIN.
1,
T,WHtN YOU StLECIEJ iHIS DISPLAY A TASK wAS SCHEDULEJ HJICH ISSUED A
T,)FLAYEDI MIUE ReQuEST FOR THE NtXT lJISPLAY IN THt DEtMNSTRAIION, PRNk-
I,CEtU Al WILL.
ND DISPLAY 
$%ssss DISPLAY 8Y4J hA5 tEEN ADDED TU LIBRARY $S$$$$
-70-
N, 8944




T,H944 DISPLAY -A.ILITIES - PRPGRAM FUNCTION SWiTCH ATTACH-DETACH
[,APWLICA'1140N PROGRAMS EXECUIING IN IHE B40 MUST A1TACH TASKS TO THE
!,DISPLAY C0ISVLb -U,'jCi'0N SwITCHtS (ONE IASK PEt SWi-CH FOR ANY NUMBER
I,0F SwIICHEb) P.EFRE IHEt SWITCHtS CAN R8E UTILIZED, 0,NCE A TASK IS
T, ArT ACHED TO' A SWIIC;H, IT IS SCHEDULED F R EXEC Uri IN EACH TIME THE
i, Si IfCH IS H'AISED BY iHE OPERAT:6k.
1,
!,APFLICATIONi, PRv'GHA5S CAN ALSO DlEIA;H TASKS FROM ~llJNuriTON SWITCHES WHEX
T,.lT 1S NECESSARY iM ST0P TWE FIUNCTIN SlI:TCH SCHEDULI'JG PROCESS,
T,
l,Tht EFFECTS w.F THE ATTACHiUETACH FACILIIY ARE ILLUSTRATED IN THE SECTX




.1, <FUNCT ION SWI CHX
I, DtMO>
i ,
i . <END OF SECTIVtN> (CONX
, T I NU>
END




I,8910 OPERATING SYSTEM FtACILITIES
r,
',OPt:RATINLG SYSTEM SERvICES ARE AVAILABLt TO USERS THROUGH THE F0LL0WINX
i-XtCUliTIVE CALLS.
!K F-'ASK SiHtEDuL1NG
I . P I kiR II YWR ( NN-ER I0 U I C)




i, TASK SUSPEmS I ON
i, SPEFIrFED PERIOD




I .GCRHC SS, I AbSK COMMUNICATION
, I NII ALI;E PARAMElIRS-8UFFERS




I,THIS LIST OF SERVICES INCLUDES INLY THOtSE UNIQUELY SUPPLIED IY MPCS.
I,ALS0 AVAILABLE ARE THE SEPVICES PROVIDED BY CHANi:: iNCLUDING IHOSE FOR
I,PROCESS ING 1-0.
I, *<CCNX
1 T I NUE>
END
$$$¶$$ DISPLAY 8950 HAS BEEN ADDED TU LIBRARY s$$$s$
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N, 8971
H', S A m E , 0f S 1
P,SA'T,fls1i
, S Ait , i) S 1
P, S A ii t, D T S 1
HSAME, S1
i A S i . 0 S 1
, S A r't D rS
P SA',t , 51
H, S A i -, I I Si
P, SA fML, ,Dn S
P,SAMlt, 0 
, SAr . DS1
H, S A r b 0 S 1
P,89UOD!SS O
C, 2 ,, S A , D S2
X ( 3L) J ( i5 A M. I l , t C , 1 I N J )
C I , S nAt., D i: k
X ( 2 9 J
L .1 , SAME, $S2
X(21.)C, , SAi, D U 52
X ( 2 )
C, 1, LI bAM ,t D I S2
X (2 U )
C* 1. 32. SAME,Di b2
X ( 2 D)




1,8951 FVPERA'IiNG SYSTEM - TASK SCHEUULING DtM0NSTRATION
r.
I,SIX TASKS HAVE btEi'r PRE-DEFINEU FOR USE IN DEMONSTRATING THE SCHEDULIX
I ,NG
T,CAHAITLITIt'a V· IHt: vPERATING SYSTtM, THIS DISPLAY CON1AINS COMPOSE
I,FIELDS AND LIGHT PEtN ,PTIONS TO BE USED BY YSU IN SPECIFYING CERTAIN
F,PAHAMEiERS AND AtITTVATING-STOPPING CERIAIN FUNCTIONS, THIS ENABLES
T,YOU TOr CONiRVL THE UJEMONSTRATION ANU TO- EXPERIMENT WITH VARIOUS TASK

















10 SEC 100 MIL /// /t /










, I NJ I, S
I, INUEF
r,






















// // // // //
<B> <C> (<> <E> <F>
<B> <C> <D> (E> <F>
<D> <E> <F>
####### ######## # ###### ######## ########
<EsD OF DEMONSIRATION>




N9 9 0 5 0
*T
T.90 0 SPECIAL DISPLAYS
[, SPECIAL DISPLAYS, CHARAC1ERH1EU BY TAGS RANGING FROM 9000 - 9999,
I1,ARtl.JNI[UJE IN iHAT 1HEY MAY CONIAIN ONLY 1EXT INIFNHMATI0N. NO COMPOSX
TIE
T,F'IbLUS, TABULArf DAiA, OR LIGHT PEN OPTI0NS ARE PERMIITED IN THEM,
r, IHEY AHE DISPLAYED FR0M AN AUXILIARY BUFFER wHLLE THE PRECEDING
T,DlDPLAY IS RETAIiEU I1N -HE COMPUTER FOR RE-DISPLAY WHEN THE OPERAT0R
I,UIStS THE LIGHT PEN i;f RETURN TO PRIOR LEVEL. ALL DISPLAY INPUTS FROM
T,EI HER THE KEY60ARU OR 840 APPLICAI ION PROGRAMS WILL BE USED TO UPDATX
IE
T,THt FRECEDiNG NOHMAL DISPLAY RAIHEH THAN THE SPECIAL DISPLAY,
1, SPECIAL LISPLAYS AHE DESIGNED 1dOR USE WHEN Ii IS NECESSARY TO EX-
I,PLAii 50MEiHINNG IhN ,REt DEFAIL 1HAN IS POSSIBLE IN A ONE=LINE MESSAGEX
T ,
I,PEMRAPS AN ERROR COiNUI'i0N. THEy ARE LIMITED 1' 12 LINES OF TEXT,
tNU




PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
APPENDIX B - CDA Task Flowcharts
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)TE






















Tasks DTSB and DTSC
are similar to DTSA.
-83-
NOTE
Tasks DTSE and DTSF
are similar to DTSDN
-84-














































Assuming that the CDA displays are contained in the 810B disk
library and the CDA programs are contained in the 840MP disk library,
the following steps can be used to activate the MPCS CDA. It is also
assumed that the operating systems of both computers have been loaded
and are awaiting input commands.
810B console keyboard
/POSF, BI, MPCSDP.






The 810B must be initialized first. The "READY" message should
appear on the CRT before the 840MP commands are entered.
-88-
